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Can You Multitask With Spot-Fading
Products?
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Beauty
Healthy Beautiful You
While it would be impossible to feature all the amazing
beauty brands who are donating to the cause this ...

Hair
Hair Basics
The 25-year-old star kept it cool in the sweltering Los
Angeles, California heat yesterday with a retro ...

Fashion
Fall
There were tons of fur and faux fur options on the runway
for fall 2010. As the cooler weather approaches, ...

Celebrity
Look of the Day
The actress arrived at the Chanel Spring 2011 runway
show wearing a classic Chanel tweed and sported a new,
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One cream may do it all when it comes to hyperpigmentation. Photo: Getty Images

As some of us have unfortunately discovered, pimples aren't reserved for teenagers and
sun-induced brown spots don't only happen to AARP members. 

These skin issues can be the bane of your existence at practically any life stage, but
before you abandon all hope, know there is a bit of good news. It turns out you can use
one product for both problems, and end up saving yourself some cash. 

Despite being specifically marketed for treating either acne or UV-induced skin injury,
topical skin brighteners can work to fade all kinds of hyperpigmentation, so there's no
need to shell out for multiple potions. 

New York City dermatologist Arielle Kauvar says there actually are some slight
differences between sun spots and acne scars. "With sun spots, there is an increase in the
number of melanocytes, or pigment cells, in the epidermis," she says. "Acne blemishes are
caused by inflammation that can increase in melanin, or pigment, that shows up as a
brownish spot that might linger for months." Kauvar stresses that pock-mark acne scars,
resulting from damage to collagen, need to be treated with lasers, not topicals.

Luckily, though, there are ways to attack those
unwelcome zit- or sun-induced marks.
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FROM OUR SPONSOR
Olay Body Ultra Moisture: 2x the combined moisturizers
and cleansers than the top-selling body wash.

Get soft smooth skin.

Kiehl's Photo Age Corrector. Photo: Courtesy of
Kiehl's

According to Kauvar, products that gently
exfoliate and fade darkness can help even out
your complexion. We like the new Kiehl's
Photo-Age Corrector High-Potency Spot
Treatment; it's made with ascorbyl glucoside
(a form of vitamin C) and sakura fruit extract to
prevent existing pigment from getting from the
deeper layers of the skin to the surface, and
also helps to decrease the production of new
melanin. Antioxidants help fend off
inflammation-causing free radicals, and smooth
microbeads slough off dead skin cells to make
skin look more radiant. Oh, and the
treatment also has light-reflective minerals to
add some immediate-gratification glow. 

Make sure you keep those expectations in the
realm of reality, however. "Skin lightening
creams will fade the lesions, but not
completely remove them, because they will not

reduce the increase in the number of pigment cells," says Kauvar. But, like every
dermatologist repeats a million times a day, it's all about sun protection. "If sunscreen
that defends against UVA and UVB rays is not worn daily, the skin fading creams will not
help very much, because the sun's rays stimulate the pigment cells to make more melanin,"
she says. 

There's really nothing good to say about acne or sun damage, but at least you can use
one product to deal with both, without going broke or becoming a candidate for Extreme
Hoarding: Beauty Edition.

Check out more pro tips for ridding your skin of sun damage.
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